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Introduction
ColourBlender is a tool to help developers work with colours when designing, building and managing
their applications.
I frequently found myself working in code and wanting to set and use colours in code, but I struggled
to find a way to easily work with colour when working in code – i.e. without a convenient visual
editor. Another frequent problem was identifying a range of colours, or which colour sat mid-way
between two others.
I decided to build a simple application to help me, which has evolved into ColourBlender. Hopefully
it will make colour management easier for you as it did for me.

Adrian K,
1st July 2018

Disclaimer
This application is provided under the standard MICROSOFT TERMS OF SALE applying to the
Microsoft store. E.g.: https://www.microsoft.com/en-nz/store/b/terms-of-sale?rtc=1. Please
specifically note section 26 and that no warranty is provided.
26. Warranties and Limitation of Remedies. To the extent permitted under your local law, Microsoft
and its suppliers, distributors, resellers, and content providers make no express or implied warranties,
guarantees, or conditions, including for merchantability, satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular
purpose, workmanlike effort, title, or non-infringement. Products or services sold or available in the
store are warranted, if at all, only under any license agreements or manufacturer’s warranties that
accompany them. Except as provided under an accompanying license agreement or manufacturer’s
warranty and subject to your statutory rights:





Your purchase and use are at your own risk;
We provide products and services “as is,” “with all faults,” and “as available”;
You assume the risk as to their quality and performance; and
You assume the entire cost of all necessary servicing or repair.
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Fundamentals
Main Navigation Options
The main navigation is located at the top-right of the application, with each option representing a
separate screen.

1. Current Palette – provides access to all the colours in the current palette, and related
various features.
2. Select Palette – provides access to all the palettes, as well as adding a new palette.
3. Blend Bender – allows you to “bend” the colour range between any two colours.
4. From Image – allows you to grab colours from an image or clipboard (image).
5. Native Colours – provides a list of all the “named” colours supported by your system.

Colour Tile
Anytime a colour is created or presented to you, that you can add to a palette, it will look like this:

1. Click on the “+” button to add this colour to the current colour palette.
2. If you click just above the Hex code, you will activate a field that lets you set a name / short
description for the colour. Do this before you save it (or any time after you’ve saved in, on
the Current Palette screen).
3. The Hex and ARGB fields support auto-copy, simply click on them and the value will be
placed in the clipboard.
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Here’s the colour tile on the Current Palette screen:

1. It has a “-“ button, click this to remove the colour from the palette.
2. In this screen shot you can clearly see the name/short description field in use. To save name
changes, simply click-off the text field when done, it will auto-save.
3. The Hex and ARGB fields support auto-copy, simply click on them and the value will be
placed in the clipboard.

Getting Started
When you first use ColourBlender it will have an empty Default Palette, which you can use straight
away. Alternatively, you can go to the Select Palette screen and rename it or create a new palette.
If it’s your first time using ColourBlender you might like to keep the Default Palette and experiment
with defining new colours, blending and so on.
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Create a New Colour
On the Current Palette screen, click on the Add button, it will display the colour mixer control (as
shown below).
1. Move the A R G B sliders to mix a colour – the Ok button will change colour to match.
2. You can also set the colour by typing directly into the ARGB / Hex text fields.
3. Use one of the predefined colours to get started, there are more colours if you scroll to the
right.
Once you’re done click Ok to save the colour to the current palette, or Cancel to stop mixing.
Once you have colours defined in your palette, if you click Edit the mode will change –now if you
click on an existing colour you’ll launch the mixer and be editing that colour, not creating a new one.
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Here’s what you’ll see once you’ve added your first colour to the palette:

Remember, you can also:


Give the colour a name / short description.



Delete the colour by clicking on the “-“ button.

You’ll notice the Choose A / B buttons – those are used for blending, which we’ll cover next.
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Simple Blending
On the Current Palette screen:
1. Click the Choose A button.
2. Click on any one of the colour tiles.
In the example below the first colour (255,255,59,0) was selected; you’ll notice that the Choose A
button has changed colour to match, which indicates the colour was successfully chosen. Choose B
operates in exactly the same way.

You are now ready to create a simple colour range. To do this all you need to do is click on the Blend
button.
Note the Blend Segments field; use this to define how many segments you want in the colour range
that is created when you click Blend. In the following example we use the value of 5, this means
that a colour range of 5 colours will be created. You can see the resulting range on the next screen
shot.
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Having generated the colour range you can add any number of the colours to the current colour
palette.
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Blend Bender
This screen takes blending colours to a whole new level. To get here, click on the Blend Bender
option on the main navigation.
This screen takes the two chosen colours (A and B) as inputs, and finds the colour in the middle of
those two colours.

As you can see, the middle colour is immediately ready to be saved to the current palette – if that’s
what you were after.
Now try changing the middle colour – you can do this by using the A R G B sliders or typing into the
ARGB / Hex text fields. As you change the colour you’ll see the affect it has on the mix of colours.
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The Reset button retains the original middle colour from when the screen was launched, click on this
to reset the middle colour at any time.
Just like the simple blend option, the Blend Bender lets you create a colour range with any number
of segments (any number between 1 and 100); however, this time you’ll get to ranges:



A range between colour A and the middle colour.
A range between the middle colour and colour B.

Both of these ranges will have the number of segments you specify.
You can identify the middle colour in the range – it’s the one pre-named [Mid-Point].
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You may have noticed the mixer support the alpha channel (opacity). The colour range sits behind a
stripe of black and white, this allows you to get a rough idea of what the colour will look like when it
is on top of other colours.

If you save a semi-transparent colour to the current palette, you’ll see that it too sits on a black and
white background.
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Working with Palettes
This is fairly straight forward; currently the only major limitation is not being able to rename an
existing colour palette.
Click on New to create a new palette.

Type the name of the palette into the field and click Ok. In doing this it now becomes the current
palette and you can save names against it.

Until you save a colour against the palette, the palette will only exist in memory since the palette
name is only a property of a colour – palettes aren’t stored in their own right.
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Using the From Image Screen
When you open this screen, it will reload the last image used – if one is in memory. Regardless of
this, you can set a new image at any time:



Click on Clipboard to immediately load the image currently in your systems clipboard – if
you have one present.
Click on Image File to launch a file selection dialog, and from that select the image which will
be loaded.

Once the image has loaded, simply move your pointer/mouse-pointer over the image; you’ll notice
the colour tile changes to match.
If you want to save a given colour, simply click; then click +.
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Using the Native Colours Screen
This screen will iterate through all the so-called named colours your system supports.
By default, they are listed alphabetically by name, and you can also list them alphabetically by RGB
or Hex (although the value of this may not be high).
You can also see your “recent colours” – colours you have recently saved.
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Exporting and Importing
On the Select Palette screen you can also export and import data, in CVS format.
The CSV can be used for various purposes, including:
1. As a form of back-up (you can also back-up the SQLite database file).
2. To share all/some of the data with someone else.
The import/export features are accessed from the menu-bar at the bottom of the screen:

The following screen shot shows the format of the CSV export; imports use the same schema.
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Config Screen
Actually, there’s not much here to “configure”.
The top panel provides basic application information, including the database folder, this contains
the SQLite database file and all that needs to be backed-up in order to safeguard your data.

The Reset Database button is mainly to support development of the application. Performing the
reset will not destroy any data (assuming the operation completes without error).
What it does is select all data into memory, attempt to DROP and CREATE all database tables, then
populate them with the data from memory.
ColourBlender uses a code library to provide .Net to SQLite interaction; if I change the .Net data
objects I then need to reset the database tables to match. The reset routine does this, and also setups the database on first use.
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